
AUKOM Expert 
Training
We also Have the Most Challenging Topics 
under Control.

CAD / PMI,
Automation & Digitization,

Measurement Uncertainty, MSA, GR & R,
Optimum Measurement Strategies,

Sensor Competence, Filters and Fourier,
Communication Customer / Supplier,

Metrology Room Management,
Function & Production,

etc.

Indispensable for 
Metrologists
– in all companies that 
have to be up-to-date.



AUKOM Expert Training

The world of production metrology becomes more

and more digital and interconnected with increasing

speed.

As a result, the metrologist’s knowledge may reach

its limits. The AUKOM expert training expands the

AUKOM metrologist’s standard.

The additional knowledge of function measurement

suitable for production improves the understanding

of measurement tasks and influencing variables

and enables the expert to define also challenging

measurement strategies and to solve metrology

tasks in interdisciplinary co-operation across all

departments and external companies.

This allows the expert to communicate with designers,

production managers and people in charge of quality 

on equal terms and gain insight into the overall 

processes. Based on his knowledge of how to com-

municate target-oriented, he is capable of formulating 

metrology questions quickly and directing them to 

the right places.

Based on their well-founded, globally standardized

AUKOM training, AUKOM experts are perfectly

equipped for the growing tasks of the digital and

global world of production metrology.

The AUKOM expert training is based on the AUKOM

metrologist training.

Prerequisites:

AUKOM 2 and AUKOM GD & T.

Contents:

CAD/PMI, automation & digitization, measurement

uncertainty, MSA, GR&R, optimum measurement

strategies, sensor competence, filters and Fourier,

communication customer / supplier, metrology room

management, function- and production-oriented

measurement. 

For more seminars, please visit www.aukom.info

Worldwide Comparable Measurement Results
Global Training Standard in Production Metrology

www.aukom.info



www.aukom.info

Worldwide Comparable Measurement Results
Global Training Standard in Production Metrology

Globally successful
Our success is based
on more than 50,000
qualifications com-
pleted. Do something 
for your future and join 
the AUKOM standard.

Competitive edge in
expertise
Two pillars provide
stability. AUKOM
seminars are a perfect
supplement of device-
specific training.
Advanced, standard-
ized metrology know-
ledge increases the 
reliability of your
measurement results
and facilitates the
decision-making
process.

AUKOM e.V.
AUKOM seminars are
the basis for cutting
time and costs by
providing worldwide
comparable measure-
ment results.
They are the industrial
standard in production
metrology.


